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Good news for the needy. Bad news for the power brokers. Jesus came into the world announcing a

new order where Satan is overthrown and broken relationships are restored. Jesus' most vivid

portraits of this new kingdom are found in the parables. David Wenham explores the splendor and

subtleties of Jesus' world-changing message, offering a nontechnical but comprehensive look at

dozens of Jesus' stories. Bringing them to life by explaining their first-century religious and social

setting, Wenham never fails to illumine their significance for today.
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The Parables of Jesus by David Wenham is a superb book on one of the most important topics in

Gospels study. It is not new. It has been on the market since 1989. Even so, it is not "dated". Even

after all these years it is quite simply the best book on parables for adults that aren't Bible college or

Seminary grads I and most readers have ever seen. (Originally, it was part of a series called the

Jesus Library. There were at least 10 volumes by very fine authors [including F. F. Bruce, R. T.

France, and Michael Green]. This one is the only one still in print. It's that good.)It particular is an

ideal book for an adult Sunday School class or in-homes study class to use as a textbook, if they

want to dig a little deeper than usual, but not get overwhelmed. I have used it that way myself, with

the group reading and discussing about half of a chapter per week.Wenham is a first rate British

expert in parables studies, but he writes this book with lay people and college students in mind, not



seminarians or grad students.Even His arrangement is telling: What most technical books on

parables start out with he puts at the end in three appendices--The authenticity of the parables, The

Interpretation of the Parables, and The Purpose of the Parables and the Interpretation of Mark

4:10-12.With that arrangement, you can start by studying the parables first, and you can go further

to see what the experts are saying about the most controversial topics later--if, that is, you wish to.

He does point the way. There is even a select bibliography and a note on further reading, all of

which help the reader who gets hooked on the topic and wants to explore it more do so.Wenham is

no ivory tower theorist.
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